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Substantial iesources are devoted each year to'the in-serviCe training

of teachers to use cUrriculum materials in ways preicribed by the curriculum

developers. Yet, the extent to WhiCh the teachersAmplement the curriculUm

is often not measured. Still less often does anyone determine if students

learn more when the teachers follow the developers' instructions.

The fink purpose.of this chapter is to illustrate by means of a

Ilrs

study that::-

-- measures of how well teachers are,implementing a

curriculum can be derived from clear and detailed

instructions to teachers on how to use the curriculum;

*
such measures can be used to determine and iMprove

the effectiveness of teacher training;

better teachet training can lead, and can be shown

to lead, to bettetetudent learning.

The second purpose is to argue that curriculum developers, publishers,

and school personnel--by studying the relationships,between teacher behaviors

within curriculum,programs and student outcomes--can have a significant impact

on the development and assessment of teacher education programs and on the\

modification of the curriculum materials themselves.

This chapter is divided into four sections: (1) a brief review of the
.

research on teacher behavior within curriculum programs;.(2) a case study

from a particular curriculum package, illustseting how observational systeus

The author woula like to acknowledge John B. Gilpin and A. Lynn Misselt,

-University of Illinois, and Linda Siegellor criticizing earlier drafts of
4,

this chapter.
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and Measurea of student gain can be used to establish relationships between

instructional activities and pupil'outcomes; (3) suggestions,for futilre

research in curriculum programs; and (4) implications of this research_for

teacher pre-service and im-service edrcation.programs.-

V

A Summary of the Research

Curriculum research on teacher behaviors has focused on two types of

instructional activities. First, there are those specific behaviors which

.

are believed to be important for the success of a given program. Many of

these prescriptions for behavior are found in curriculum guides, workshop.

Manuals, and the writings of program authors. Second, there are those be-.

haviors Which are believed to.be important for thesuccess of a wide range

of programs--that is, across all or most curricula or teaching situations. .

Teacher clarity, flexibiLity, enthusiasm, and use of student ideas are exam-

ples of program-general behaviors which have been studied (Rosenshine &

Furst, 1971).

Program-spicifif and program-general teacher behaviors are not always

mutually exclusive. That is, some behaviors which are specific to a parti-

.

cular curriculum may also be important for other prograns as well. The

---,distinction between these two types of instructional behaviors resides in the

nature of the research. tUrriculum-general studies examine those behaviors

wtlich may be important for\the implementation, and success of a wide range of

curiicula. Curriculum-specific.studies, however, examine those behaviors
I

which may-be important for the implemenation and. success of a particular

curriculumrirrespective of its importance 1-15r other curricula.

* )
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Curriculna-Specific Studies

Studies which have used observational systems to aescribe instructional

activities considered important for the implementation of a curriculum pro-

gram, have found wide variation,beeween classrooms using the same program

(e.g.; Bissell, 1971; Gallagher,'1966, 1968; Katz, 1968; Lindvall & Cox,

1970; Niedermeyer & Dalrymple, 1970). For example, Gallagher-(1966) studied

the instructional behaviors of six tealchers using the same unit from.the

Biological Sciences Curriculum!Study (BSC8) program. The teachers had some

prev,ious BSCS training and their students had been selected'on the basis of

high ability. Three consecutive class sessions were recorded during the

introduction of photosynthesis and analyzed Iby ASchner and Gallagher's topic

classification System.

On almost all measures of teacher behavior there were significant dif-

ferences among the six teachers. For example, one.of the functions of class

discussions, according to the BSCS develo , is to allow the student the

opportunity tt clarify and enrich his understanding of new concepts: In

general, however, ehe teachers tended to speak three to four times as much_

as their students. When the focus of a topic in a class.session was on

description (defining or describing aspects of a concept or event), the amount

of teacher talk ranged from 76% to 97%; when the focus was on expansion (leading

the group off to other lines of thinking or encouraging new associations), the

amount of teacher talk ranged from 67% to 100%; and whefi the focus was on-
.

explanation (focusing on reasoned a3iument through sequential deductive steps

of thinking), the amount of teacher talk ranged from 59% to 91%.

.41
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'Regretably, the investigator. cid not-relate this variatiOn in teacher

behavior to changes id student lea ing or attitude. ,For example, what are

the relationships between the amoun of teacher talk and the-student's in-

creased ability to understand abstra t biolOgical concepts?. Does an increase

in the teadhee,s inquiry-strategy beh viors which are iniended by the BSCS

curriculum designers enhance or suppress stUdent achievement, or is the effect

neglligible? Given a behavior that affects academic achievement, what are the

concomndtant effects in the pupil's attitude toward.the study cif biology, \

toward the teacher and school, or toward himself? These questiont (and

others) will have to be studied before effective training programs for BSCS

teachers can be designed.

Curriculum-General Studies

While curriculum studies focusing on general instructonal activities

attempted to relate these behaviors to gains in student outcomes, the ob-

servational instruments used were designed to apply to all types of prograns

and educational settings (e.g., Flanders, 1970; La Shier 6 Westmeyer, 1967;

Soar, 1971; Soar .Soar, 1972; Soar, Soar, 6 Ragosta, 1971; Walberg, 1969).

For example, Soar and Soar (19i72) monitored eight classrooms n each of seven

Follow-Through.prograns alonAwith two comparison classr ms for each program.

One day was spent in eech classroom by a team of two observers; Instead tf

developing program-specific observation instruments, -Soar afid Soar used four

general observational system's: the Florida Affective ategories (FLAC),
7

a measure of "nonverbal expression of affect in the assroom, and the-extent

to which Andividual pupils or small groups of pils [are.] cen al in

!PP
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classroom activities" (Soar &-Soar, 1972, p. 234); the Teacher Practices

Observation Record (TPOR),.a measure of "the consonance of a teacher's prac-

tices with John Dewey's 'experimentalism' [and] teacher behavior that i0

widely iracticed in the public school's"- (Soar & Soar, 1972, p. 234); the

Florida Taxonomy of Cognitive Behavior, a measure Of different levels of

intellecfual activity sdch as memory, translation, interpretation, application,

analysis; synthesis, and evaluatlon; and Ober' Reciprocal Category System,

an expansion of the Flander's Systqm and a measure of tetcher andpupil talk.

The,investigators correlated the ratings and counts (factor acores de-

rived from the four obse-rvation instruments) with measures of gain in student

learning (class mean residual gain). or'example, Soar andlSoar found that

if . .

the factor representing agettingt in whtth pupils are working in small groups

or as individuals, work on a complextask is mat by the teacher without con-,

tinuing direction. . ., or pupil behavior or Work has occasional close

direction" (Soar & Soar,) 1972, p. 246) coftelated 'positively ( r = .55) with

gains'in knowledge and 114111pulation of abstract subSect matter.

It is plausible, however, that the most critical variables hich affecte
H

pupil gains were nOt include4 in the'general observational instru ents. The

ability to fo low a pre-spetfied format without_even minor deviations and to

recti re unison g p responses may be-Raportant variables in the Engelmann-
. '?

Bec er Foilow-Through Model; whereas-in the Educational Deyelopment Corpora-

tion (EDO Program,.the ability of the teach ito respond to the needs and

1,. interests of the children'go as to form a ri h and stimulating environment,

may be esSential to the realization of the program's goals and objectives.

't
)Yet, a-geneial obserVation instrument is likely totbe insensitive to these

,

it-
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program-specific viriablese Therefore, in-addition to observational instru-

ments which reflect program-general or "across the board" instructionalA

activiaes, development of observational measure6 whichtrefleci those

and pupil behaviors most emphasized by the c

A Proposed Research Strategy

teacher

lum designers seems useful.

The following "descriptive-correlational7experimental-loop" research

*strategy (Rosenshine & Furst, 1973; Siegel, 1972, 074) is a model for-este-
. ,

matically approaching optimal teacher training programs, thereby influencidg

student learning. I ttewts to prrect the deficiencies of earlier,curri-

culum reseaich on teac er behavior's and is used as :.theAlasierfor_th caSe

study presented in the pecona part of this chapter. The model has five phases:

8

1. Train a group of teachers to use the package of curriculum materidls

according to the authors' specifications. Most large-scale curriculum pro-

jects have developed materias which can be used for in-service training.

Also, a careful examination of techer guides-often suggests guidelines for

instrUctionaliehavior--presenting the\materials, arranging;the classroom

environment, sequencing the lessons, reacting to stsdent er , andso on.

m2. Develop and use obse-v11rsystems.to desc be the instructional

variables which are considered specgic to the pro am and most emphasized

by the curriculum planners, as well, as the variabi es which-are considered

to(have general educational importance (and which ..y or may not be emphasized-

-

by the curridUlum designers). '

3. Stual/the relationships between instructional activities sna behaviyal

change in the S.tudents in a variety of outcomes (e.g., cognitive, affective),
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At least the following ten questions should be,asked:

a. To what 'extent were the instructional activities within the
program those which were intended by the curriculum developers?;

b. Did the-ClassrOom (Ovbther Unixq within.the program differ
in their,Jise of instructional activities specific to the pro-

.

gram? -
a.

Did theclassroons within the program differ in the use of
- gederal-instructionsl activities considered important for student

growth? -

d. Were the classropas within the program different on the outcome
deasures of interest?

e. What was the relat
activities and stud

I

\

ships between use of programr-speaific
t growth?

f. -What was the relatiobship- between general instructional activi-
ties, and studdat growth?

4 7--

g., Were there differences in student.growth amorig classrooms of
teacherdwho were high, average, or below average in their
fidelity to, the intentions of the curriculum develoiers?

. ,

,..

h. Were there differencps in student growth among classrooms of,
teachers who were high, aver4ge, or below average in their
Use of .general instru ional activities?

i. Were c1aqfoms which were high, average, or pelow average in
student growth different in their.fidelity to the-intentions of°

the,curriculum-developers?
. .

l %

j.

. \
Were classroopS which were high, average; or below average in
student growth different, in their pe.of general ii:At.t.rectional
activities?1 (Rósenshine, 1971, p. 84)

1 Averaging implementftion rat.ings across visits for those teachers whose
ratings increase, decrease; or 4.4..e erratic throughout the year (e.g lbw,
average, high; high, law; highlow, average; high, low, high) may

. be misleading. -Describ the teachers as medium or average implementors is.
not as descriptive as perhapS_"ascendant," "descendant," and/or "erratic."
These patterns cOuld also occUr in student behavior if measures of student
outcobes are taken at different intervals throughout the year.

e )
9
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4. Modify the tr ining procedures, observation inetruments; and/or

curriculum materials on the basis o the correlational and quasi-experimental

studies completed in phrase three. Perhaps some variables (e.g., a particular

subset of teacher- ehaviors) are-more predictive of changes in student out-

comes than other variables. Perhaps certain variables sUggest thalt some of

the basic assumptions of the training program or curriculum materials are 4.12'

-
doubt.

5. Retrain some or all of the teachers. (Cond--t new stdaies toAdetermine

the effects of qe/modifications and to determine the new relationships be-

tween instructional activities and Atudent learning. Byrecycling'throngh

phases one through,four,- the currielum designer, publisher, and.researcher

..

successivelylapproximate optimum traini g procedures and curriculum materials;

th affecting gains in student Achielement or -other measures of interest.
Further problems and suggestions for developing measures of instructional

,

activities and student outcomes,Ndesigning research studies, and analyzing

data'are presented elsewhere (see, kor example, Flanders, 1970; Gage, 1969;

Medley & Mitzel, 1963; Rosenshine, 1970, 1971; RoSenshine & Furst, 1971, 1973;

T tsuoka, 1972).

n Example of Research on Teacher Behaviors Within_a Curriculum Program
.

---,..-,--..-)

. One "pass" through the above "descriptive-correlational-eXperime0(4,14.84"

research:paradigm has been completed,with the Distar0Instructional System.'

. ,Thi,-JoCus in.this section will be on desCribing this curricul4M pacjcage,
14.., ''. .

.

illustrating the development of the program-specific obserivation system used
.

in the research, reporting the summary findings, and describingAmplicatibns

of this research for training Distar teachers.
,



Description af---the Distar Instructional System

One 14the mkist sUCcessful (MCDaniels, l975;.Becker & Engelmann, 1974;

Office of Education, 1974; Stallings & Kaskowitz, 1974; Becker kEngelmsan,.
. Q

1973; Science Research Associates, 197la).and controversial of all the early
. 0 .,

.
. .d

ci

childhood and primary grade curriculum materials,programs is the Distar

Reading, Language, and.Arithietic programs (Engelmann & Bruner, 1969, 1970,

1974; Engelmann & Carnine, 1969, 1970, 1972, 1974; Engelmann 4 Osborn, 1970,

1972; Engelman, Osborn & Engelmanny 1969; Engelmann & Stearns, 1972). These

programs are the principal materials used in the Engelmann -Becker Follow-

Through Model.
2

Unlike other.programmed materials, the Distar program is not

a self-instructional program% Instead, the teacher follows a carefully'strac -

tured-ind logically sequenced teaching program. The p sentation Soaks

provide the teadher with a-sCript--a series of demonst tions and.tssks='-to

be presented word for word; teac'er's role thus changes froM.One of de-,

signing instruction to one of te Ching a particular format to criterion

(mastery), involving all of the children in the instruction, correcting mis-

akes, pioviding feedback, and rdiAvcing the children's responsts. ""4

A typical first-grade classroom it divided into thkee grbups of children,

"ho eneous" by achievement, with vile danyhlesson being presented to each

4
group separat . A thirty-minute lesson Consists of.a series of group and

,

tk

individual 'taski or activities. Once'the' teacher obtains.the thilidrenS

0

%
2
For a more comp ete deSCription of the philosopity Nand methods used in the

Engelmann-Becke Program, the reader is referred to Engelmann (1969a, 1969b)
and Maccoby and-Zellner (1070).
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attention, she-proceeds with the first task, following,the format as written

in the presentation book. The students respond. The teacher then evaluates

their answers: inappropriate responses are corrected according to a pre-

A

-specified correction Raradigm and appropriate-resp ies are praised. After

all of the tasks in the lessOn have been presented in,this mannemi_the-teacfier17:-----
. .

.
---- .

..---------7.--

_
.

,

presents reinfbreement materia1An-the=form of "take-hakes." The children's

performance on the "take-homes" also provides feedback to the teacher and

parent. -JDuring the next session, the group moves on.to the tasks Dm the

ct,

An example of a lesson format app ar n Figae 1. This t4sk is one of

following lesson.-

ny-in DigtartZeading I (Engelman un r, 1974): Its purpose, along with

other formats, is to teach,the chi dren to sound CiAlt a woid, say_it fast,'

and identify the word.

-e>

A

Insert Figure 1 about here

Teacher ImplementatiOh Variables

Since the first-Distar Program was published by Science Research Asso-

ciates in 1969, certain basic assumptions as to how the teacher shold behave'

when implementing the curriculum materials fiave been seated gxpliciely.,

6

areas of teacher behavior are emphasized throughibut teacher guides and

,

training manuals. +(Notice that each area is a,composite of...several vakiabled

and Ahould not be/thought of as a single vari'able.)

12

1.

-

:
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A. Follow-jag the Format
a

The pictures end.tasks in the Dieter Program are not designed
to provide you (the teacher] with points.of departure for dis-
cussions, They are deligned to achieve very specific objec-
Ntivei. elhese-ebjectives will not'be mat'lf you talk too much,
if:you allow the children to make too many extrapeoue obseiva-
tions, or if. *oil depart irtm the beak as.it is-specified in
the program.

Use the exact voiding provided in the materials, and do not
Make additionii statmpents gr sskAgPitional questions unless
the format calls for them. Let tgrchildren know that you
are on the task. "biscourage irrelevant.observations. .(Engel -
mann & Osborn-, 1970,.p. 12)

. .

B. Signals

Use clear signals for the children to respond,sso that raingy

thall respond at e same time. The children aren't perf
acceptably unless All bf them respond appropriately to every
question. If some do not respond to a question, the group's
response is unacceptable. In such a situation some children
may be learning to listen to what'others *ay a;d imitate
their responses. . . . With clear signals, you will be able
to get much sore accurate feedback,from the performance of
the different children in the group. (EngelmAn & Carnine, 1972,
p. 14)

C. Corrections and Criterion Teaching

Correct only the part of the exercise the child At trouble
with. Correct the mistake immediately aft* it occurs.
After correcting the child on the part of the teak he missed,
always return to the beginning of the exercise and repeat the
exercise. The reason for this procedure is that the children
must learn to see each exercise as a series of steps. The

steps do not occur in isolation. They are related to a goal
and to certain rules.

,----.

)
Unless you always repeat a task from t e beginning and do not
condiude that the children have been orrected until they can
go through the entire exercise without mating a mistake, the
children may learn to handle each of the steps without ever
seeing how the steps fit goethher in a pattern.

13
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Rememberafter every Mistake return to the beginning of the
task aftd-take t. entire group of children (not merely the
child who made stake) through the exercise from the begin-
ning,-either until the children are firm or until they make
.their next mistake (atwhich time you correct and then return
to the beginning of the task). (Engelmann & Carnine, 1972,
p. 14)

D. Praise and.Reedback'

Reinforce the children who are on taik. Follow the rule of
catching children in the act of being good. Show the mis-
behaving child that he is receiving no rewards and that the
children who are working are receiving rewards. (Engelmann
6 Osborn, 1970, p. 14)

Always relate the performance of the children to the rides.
Do so in a positive manner. . . Give the.children feedback
on each of the behaviors thlit enter into working hard. This
means that you should let the children know wheh they are
working hard. 'Wngking hard' actually covers a variety of
behaviors: giving the correct response; following your pre -
sentation - -looking at the chalkboard, listening and respond-
ing to instructions, answering questions. (Science.Research
Associates, 1971b, p. 60) c;

v.44

E. Pacin&
4 -

Pace your presentations 45 that you move rapidly ft the right
places but slowly when necessary. Move quickly enough for
thi children to see the point of each task--always at a rate
that will maintain their interest and enthusiasm. (Engelmann
& Osborn, 1970, p. 141

According to the Dieter curriculum authors (Engelmann and his associates),

these are the basic implementation variables. It is assumed that if a

teacher behaves in these ways the children will achieve the academic objec-

tives of the Distar program. That is, the Distar curriculum developers be-

lieve thslikilthe above teacher behaviors are directly relateeto student

achievement. The following quotation from the introduction to the Dieter two-

day orientation-training manual indicates this belief:

1 4
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4
You [the ceacher]' should learn hOw to present the tasks so that
even the lowest-performing children will learn rapidly. Without
this workshop tiaining, the chances are that you will not teach
the loyest performers in your.c1014. With the training, however,
you slOuld be able to reach children that you have not been albe
to reach in ehe past. The teaching techniques that you practice
ber$ will help,you become a better teacher of all your-children,
buf will make the biggest difference with your low-performing
Children (Science Reearch Associates, 1971b, p. 2)

Development of an Obiervation Initrument

The development of a Set of prOcedures to record the frequency, content,

4
and sequente of behaviors in a classroom,11 well as to ritg the quality of

instructional activities, is complex indeed. The purPose of this seCtion is

not to discuss the issuesend problems o developing observation iditruments.

a
These ate discussed elsewhere (Rosenshine, 1971, 1973: Rosenshine & Furst,

1971). Rather, the translation from in-service training manuals and curriculum

'guide specifications to the development of a ctirriculum-specific observation

instrument is illnstrated for one area Of teacher behavier in the Distar

program--correction proeedures and criterion teaching. These variables were

selected because (1) they ii011 unique to the Distar program and have received

consistent and statistically significant support (Siegel & Rosenshine, 1973).

and (2) they are the most difficult behaviors for most Dieter teachers to

implement appropriately.

The Distar teacher in-service training manual outlines the procedures

for correcting basic m4atakes (Science Research Associates, 1971b). All mis-

takes are divided into three types-illustrated by the following example:

The teacher points to a green triangle and asks-or "What shape is this object?"

A child may respond, "A square." This type of mistake represents a lack of

i o
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information; the child confuses A triangle with a square. A second ieponse,

illustrating amotor or speech problem, is "Why-angle.r The child c

clearly pronounce "tri." A third child'may not understand the.signal.

responds, "Green." The signal was' not "What color is thjs object?" The

child did not understand what he was heing asked; heanswored a different

question.

The teilher is taught to correct differentially thei6 ehree types of

mistakes:

Type I Mistake--Lacks Information
\

11. Teacher gives the answer (A) or-provides additional information

Cy:
' "A triangle.

, *

"Givin the answer" (A) is simply-telling tlif child the correct
reap'

'MP

"Providi additional information" (A4) is not telling the Child
entir4 answer but merely providing extra information so that
child can "come up with" the correct response.

2. Tea tests the Child by repeat* the segment mdssed (T):
"What shape is this object?"

"Testing the child or children" (li) is asking the question again
or requiring the child(ren)Ao respond.

U.

Type II MAstake--Motor/Speech Problem

j
1. Teacher gi es the answer (A): "A triangle."

2. Teacher peats the signal (R): "What shape is this object?"

"Repeating the signal" (R) is behaviorally identical to teiting
the child (T). The teacher asks the question again or repeats the
command to respond. The difference in labelling is a function of

intent. Normally, the teacher doei not expect the child to correctly
answer when sMi "repeats the signal." The purpose of this step is
merely to call attention to what the children should be responding
to. I

16
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3. Teacher leads die child (L ): "Say it with me: TRIangle..,again..7

TRIangle...once more...TRangle." " ding" (Ln) is responding with.

the child. The teaCher and the child imultaneoully say the response.
The "n" indioates the number of times t e teacher hays the response'

with the child. Ideally, the' teacher should load two &more times.

4. Teacher tests the child by_rspeatin he segment Bird (T "What

shape is this object?' .

I

Type III MistakeDoes Not Understand Signk_

1. Teacher repeats the i
"Listen: What shape is

,2. Teacher or another child
to Anthony do this. int
triangle," he responds'.

40'

a

Nodeling" (M) is performl4tg the teaCher's part and the child's

part, Tha is done to delonstrate to the child how the two parts
are related. The teacher/ asks the question and then answers the

question. Note that in Oving the andWer (A), the teacher only
answers the question. /

3. Teacher teats the child by repeating the segment misOet (T) : "What

shape is this object?"

:

or calls Wention to 00v:signa1 (R):
is object? Shape.",

els the response (M): °Let's listen
whet shape is this object?" "A

An eight-point rating scheme was devised. The scale reflects the thrust,

purpose, and logic of the correction paradigmr-namely:

a. There are two main steps the teacher should follow when correcting'
basic mdstakes:- do something that will prevent the mistake from
occurring again and, redo the segment of the task-taht was incorrect.

b. What the teacher does to prevent the mistake from occurrIng again
js a function of the type of. mistake (see above).

c. The teacher must always test the child by repeating the segment
missed. ,If the child responds correctly, the teacher may proceed.
However, if the child respondd inappropriately, the teacher must
again correct the mistake kprovide additional information, lead,
model, etc). This testing insures the children's mastery perfor-
mance.

d. No mistake should be ignored.

17
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The teacher's handling otlpech mistakT,.is rated according to the following
%

\\

Teacher corrects the mistake immediately after it occurs and ac r-

ding to the-above procedures. Then the teacher tests the child
(or gxoup) by repeating-the segment of the task that MAI missed.
(Example for'Type I mistakes: A, T) *

scale:

8:

1

7: Teacher pairs the type of mistake withfrthe correct procedure,as/
indicated above but adds additional procedures mil tests. (Examt-:

plea for Type I mistakes: M, T; M, L
1
, T; R, A, T)

6: Teacher pairs-with type of mistake an incorrect
omitting appropriate steps) and test,.
takes: .L2, T1 R, 1.11 T)
. -

procedure (and/or
(Examples fbr *pe I mis-

4

5: Tests only or repeats ehe entire task only (Examples: T1; E)

4: Like 8 but With- no testr.,

3: Likeibut with no teat.

-2: Like:6 but with no test.

1: Teacher ignOres the mistake or gives the wrOng answer or dmformation. a

Criterion teaching is init
its

ted after a mistake has been cox cted. 'The

II

,

teach\ r returns to the beginning of the task. According to the authors of

the Dieu system, this profedure is necessary so that the children learn that

Mich step of a task.is related to a goal.and certain rules; the steps or ques-

tions are not independent. For example, a child makes a mistake in sounding-

out the word191.;- the4child says "an." Implementing

the.teacher would touch the !rand say "mmmmmm." She

Nhat eound is this?" The teicher Would then return

4ask-,-requiring the children to sound-out the, entire

demonstrates to the children that e gs necessary but mot sufficient.

The goal, in tfils case, is to read the entireword--not merely to identify the

the correction procedures,

would then at* the child,
;

to the beginning of the

word. Criterion teaching

last soUnd.,..

18
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Theimplication for an observation instrument is clear. *According to the

program SUthors there shoult.be a one-to-one'correspondence between the number'

of student miitakes and the nUmber Ate the teacher returns to the be-
',

ginning of the task. Therefore, ad each itsiake'is committed, the observer

Would 8C re a tally if the teacher repeats 'the task from the beginning. This

count is independent, however, of the tescher's rating for correcting the mis-

take. r example, the'students ire instructed to sound-out the word am (steps
A

)

a throu d-of the'format iflustrated iri*Figure The children say 1,, -

aaaaammmm as,they sound-out.t word. .To actually read the word, they mist

,

, learn how to put the soufids t gether 2d say the:y.1.'6rd- at a norpal speaking

.4
rate. Thus, at Step e the te cher says,'"Say itlak" If one or more thildreu

say the word at a slower than normal,speaking rate (e.g., aaammm), an observer

wOuld code this error as a type /II mistake (not understanding the signal).

The teacher corrects the Aror and the observer would code the teacher's

correction procedure (assign a rating from one to eight). If the teacher then

rreEurne.to the beginning of the task (step a),.the Observer would count this

as an insEance,of criteFion teaching.

Agiess rigorous interpretation of criterion teaching could Also be

measured: (1) Count the number of times during a session that the teacher

repeats a segment of the task but not the entire task (e.g., a mistake occ

ring et step e in Figure'l and the teacher returning et step c rather a );

(2) count the number of times the teacher recycles through a segment oE the

task or the complete task but not inmediately following a mistake (e.g., a

mistake occurring at step e in Figure 1, the teacher proceeding with step f,

but thelireturning tO sterAt or c).

19
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The observation instrument Led to code teacher behaviori in the Distar

iystem is program-specific and includes both rating ina countfng measures of

teacher behavior. There are Ether forMs/of systematic obserVeton;Which
4 ,

could be used depending on the curriculumend the age of the dtudente. Ifor

Y
example, questionnaires More been developed which allow older,students to ,

rate the quality and specify the quantit of certain instructibnal behaviors7-

S'

S

that the-teacher is w611 organtZed, that the teadheild presentation,is clear,
#

k /

y of-these student

to develop instru-

-or that the teacher responds to student idede. elthoug
4e1Mr

questionnaires are program-general, there been s

gents which foc

by the4p

and An

hodisPecc inst
4

(see; foti exaMple, Rochendorf r 1966,

activiqes whidh are emphasize&

Summary Onits for Di tar Research

In twitudies (Siegel & Rosenshine, 1973), it was detePrmined that teacher
p

behavinicthat wei.e censidered'important for successful program implementation

(following the format, using appropriate correction procedures, teaching a

format 'to criterion, requiring unison responding to,signals) were related to

student achievement. The =relational analysis showed that in a predictive

sense:-

It is not.only importantato attempt to correct mistdkes'when
they occur, but it is Also important to correct the mistakes
according to the correction paradigm.

2. It is important that the teacher/get unison iesponses from the
group. Thswis, none of the children should be allowed to
prompt other children's responses.

41.
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3. Praise-for appropriate responding and atteilding behavior is
unimpontant This, of course, does not mean that It is

. 1 unimportant for things other than achievement, for example,
humaneness or civility or positive self-image.

4. /t is important to follow the format--both fot.grpup and'
-individual tasks. 'Slight modifications in the format are
permissible.

Furtheimore, a later study (Siegel, 1973) provided experimental support

for specific 'correction procedures 'and;criterion teachingtwo categories of

behaviors which are characteristic of the Diatar curriculum package (See

Figure 2). Randomly-selected groups of high and 7pw, implementing teachers

'were retrained in techniques of i)

. to, krespecified procedurepad b)

Correcting students' mistakes according

recybling'through an instructional task
c \

until all of the childre6 in the group respond without error. As a result
A

of retraiding, the 23 experimental teachers performed at a significantly

higher level of implementation that the 27 "control" teachers (those not

'7

Insert(Figure 2 about here

retrained). fact, the performance of the expeitimentat tow implementors

was superior to the performance of the contkot high implementori after re-
.

tiaining. In addition, there were significant differences in adhievement

(favoring the experimental group) on

they were statistically adjuated for

.Thus, significant changes in teacher

dimension of criterion teaching--the ilehavior Of repeating the entire task

the students' posirtest scores after

the differences on the pre-test scores.

behavior (and particularly along the

after a mistake has been corrected) apparently caused significant changes in

21
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student achievement (oncboth a program-specific and program-general criterion-

referenced measure).
3

Perhaps the most importantlaspect of these studies was obtaining a

functional 4-elionship 'between teacher behavior and student achievement in

a iiighly-structid Cuvri ulum such as the Dis tar program. This suggests

that even in a curriculum program that controls teacher behavior to thet
/

extent that it specif

?
s word for word whatIo say to.a group of studenti,

there remains a Larige pponnt ptrariation in both teacher behavios_and

I.

student performan This. erscores the-iMportance.of studying the kinds

that produce desired changes in student

.
.

of variation in' te Chet'beha

behavior. 'v.

ItilicatiOnslor Training Distar TeachAs

These studies support the hypoth that teaching each format'th

criterion (or mastery) reselts in superi r achievement performance. .The

goal of criterion teaching is that every child in the group will be able to

respond correctly to every segment of the format, from beginningto end,

without being corrected. And unlessoft teacher can effectively correct mis-

takes, it is unlikely that every child in the.group can respond correctly to

every segment of a task witha* an)' prompting from the teacher. Thus, a tea-

cher ability to correct mistakeS is logically related to her ability to teach

a format to criterion.

3
The'discussion of measUres of student outcomes (achievement, attitudes and
dispositions to act, and persopal development) has not been included here. This
omission is not intended to minimize the issues. Two papers by Rosenshine
(1970! 1971) are recommended as an introduction to this complex problem.



Th 1e retraining program used in the aboVe study resented a correction

paradigm which at step.three hasizes; r erion teaching: 1) do,something

that will prevent.the mistake frIcIr"st=IT again ta different procedure is
,

suggested for each type'of mistaka--lack Of information,,motor or speech pro-

blem, or not understanding '4aigni1)'; 2) redo the segment of the task'that

.

-

21

q
was'incorrect; and 3) redo the teak fram the.beginning with fhe entire group..

If a child makes a mistake at step two or at.step three, tpe teacher Lturns-

to Step one.. This procedure is continued until all children in the group can

perform all segments of the format--from beginning to-ind--withni.errL.
'

Uhfortusately, merely describing and demonitrating a procedute to a

group.of-teadleA doss not insure that the teachers will successfully imple-
,

went the paradigm. As a resnit of this form of training, teachers can often

verbalize the correction and criterion teaching procedures but rarely can

behave in a manner consistent with the paradigm.

An alternative form of training was used successfully.in the reported

study. During the retraining rkshop the teacheis progressed through a

series of exercipes which successively approximated actual teaching situations.

/The teachers would present in unison a format to the trainer who would act

the part of a child.
4

At various points fn the task, the trainer would make

a mistake. The teachers would then correct the mistake according to the

paradigm. If one ot,more of the teachers in the group inappupaiatety CO4-

/meted the mis ake, the trainer would: 1) explain the proper procedure;

4
Unison responding is efficient, provides group support, and requires that

all teadhers participate (as opposed to working in small groups which usually
leads to off-task behavior).

*1\
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2) make the"mistake again so that the teachers Could appropria _ly correct

it; and 3) require the teachers to return to the, beginnilirof thetasle.- In

other words,.the'trainer would correct the teachers' procedural mittakes in

S.

%

,

the same,way the teacher would-correct children's mistakes.
A L.

A similar procedure was used

teacher in the c3.assrbom With her

form the.gorrecticin awl criterion

later when b'ee trainer worked with each

own-2itu4ents. If the teatherdid not per-

.teactlift. paradigm appropriate4, t.,4 trainer
.\

Would interrupt the:presentation,' pro'Vide feedback to theteacher, and require

the tpacher to return to 1.beginning of the7-taik Although ona might suspect

that the teachers would be upset by this, each t adher verbally expresse
.

enthusiasm for the procedure; and many teachers requésted further. training.

This positive attitude towards training may have been due in part to the

dramatiC improvements in s ud4t performance, as reported by the teachers,

during the few days between t
,

p and the classroom yiAit.

These training prcicedurei are not .1:we, however, Buahell, while

training teachers tooimplement his Behavior Analysis Foilow-Through Program,

used similar procedures:

a

We began with a summer institute. We had clear effetcts on
the attitudes of the participants--they loved it. We mealinred

to see whether there was any change in what they were doing in
the classroom after they tot home and found none. So we abandoned
summer institutes. The other thing we're taught to do as profes-
sionals is to be consultantswise men who drop in and tell every-
body'how to do it right. WeCsent a polished consultant from district
to district and would take data on sone specific aspects of teaching
and'learning before the arrival of the consultant and after his .

depaFture. .And without knowing his travel schedule, we couldn't
tell\!Oen he had been there. So we dropped consultants.

In one eastern city, the entry point was obtained through sheer
desparation. We brought everybody together for three days and
literally stood beside each one of them and said, 'Do it this way.'

4

'to

2 4
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For some reason it had a huge effect, although there's nothing in
my background that suggests that that's an appropriate way to dp it.
(Maccoby & Zellner, 1970, p. 110)

,
-

. .

, .')

.- A General Research Sirategy

: The descriptive-correlationa17evbilmental loop paradigm is perhaps,
.

mt readily understood1R1ehin the context of a behaviorally oriented or

( '
A 4

_
iiructured !uxriculum prb ram\such as the-Diatar InStructional System. Yet X,

. _
.

It is proposed that this redearctr-strategy would.be applicable to less strup..;
,

t

tured and more "Open" curricula as sell.

Table 1 illustrates this application and suggests varioua program-

specific (important) process variables and possible outcom6 variables for

three early childhood programs.

program implementation (process) variables and outcOme variables are

prI7 rilY determined by the curriculum developers but may or may not be

stated explicitly. Furthermore, the behaviors wh are.emPhasized during

pre-service and inservice teacher training may vary from what is.expressed

in the writings (journal articles, books, teader guides, etc.) of the cUrri-

culum designers. Nevertheless, the researcher and prospam developer must

ultimately concur on the implementation variables and on the procedures and

instruments used for collecting teacher and pupil data. If this were na the -----

case, then the prograrn developer could argue--junifiably--that the reseaTcher's

study did not test the program's implementation variables. It would be-father

difficult for a researcher to justify the inclusion of a partUular "pro-

gram-specific" variable on an observation instrument when this claim is denied

by the program authors. A compromise solut'ion, however, is possible. The

2 5
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114

Examples of Process and Outcome Variables for Three Early Childhood Education Programs

Program Example 'of Process Variables Example of Outcome Variables

The Engelmann-Becker

Program

(Engelmann and Becker,

sponsors)

Follawing.the format for group and individual

activities;

Cornecting all mistakes according to a pre-

speeified paradigm;

Teaching all formats to criterion (mastery);

Requiring unison responses to signals.

Reading, language, and arithmetic

achievement measures--criterion-

referenced and norm-referenced.

5

The ignitively Or=

iented Approach

(Weikart, sponsor)

Arranging the envir ent so that child

can actively interact with it;

Allowing the :hild to establish the leaping

pace;

Arranging the curriculum so that it progresses

from the simple to the complex--from the

concrete to the abstract. .

Rating scales to measure effects on

socioeconomic development;

Measures of language development;

Iq; and

Atademic achievementmeasures.
4

EDC Prograr

(Armington,

sponsor)

Teacher flexibility; Ability to pose quistions;

Helping child to verbalize and to formuiate his

ideas and thdughts;

Emotional climate established by the teacher;

Arranging the environment for corrective feed-

back; Alloqng the child to engage and disen-

gage from a task at the child's will.

Measures to assess studInt initiative

and self-direction, curiosity, and 4

imagination, openness to change,

self-respect and respect for others;

Concentration, listening and remembering.

Note: The description of variables for each program was inferred from the literature; pregram authors for each IN)

curriculum may disapee with the warding or emphasis in this table. The purpose here is to illustrate the 4%

versatllity of the descriptive-correlational-experimental loopnesearch paradigm and not necessarily to give

an accurate description of process And outcome variables for srecific programs.

26
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The observation instrument could reflect three types of variables: those

.variables which the curriculum develolirrs and researchers hypothesize to be

important for the success of the program, those variables which only the

curriculum divelopers hypothesize to be important,' and thole variables which

only the researchers hypothesize to be important. The research would then
0

reflect each gr 's biases. This proce4ure cotild be expanded to include imple-

mentation varl4les which.sare specific or important to other curricula, as

well as variables (especially outcome variables) which are important to dif-

ferent groups (parents, educators, legislators, students, etc.). For example,

-Armington would be concerned witbi measures of curiosity and imagination for .

children in the EDC Program whreeas many parents may be concerned with measures

of reading and'arithmetic achievement. Both sets of variables cOuld'be

collected--not only for the EDC Program but fomother programs as well.

The research paradigm, furthermore, does not narrowly specify the.manner in

which implementation anditoutcome variables are to be collected. Obatervation

instruments could be used .--OT possibly student ratings, teacher or parent

questionnaires, video timings, audiotapings, suiveys, or a series of "unob-

trusive" mAasures. In fact, certain programs will typically value one form

Of-dita-COilectiOn OVer'another. For example, the Engelmann-Becker Program

would be satisfied with normrreferenced and criterion-referenced tests of

achievement. The EDC,Program, on the other hand, would probably value more

indirect measures of student behavior and attitude. Again, many types of

measures could be used for each program if more generalizable relationships

are of interest.

28
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Implications'for Teacher Educition

A major concern implied in the introduction to this chapter is whether

or not generalized teaching behaviors are of importance to the impledentatioi

of curriculum progr

specific to a pro

than teadher be

It was suggested that teacher behaviori; which are

assay be more important in influencing student outcomes

iors whidh apply to.a wide range of progrmat. Indeed, nov

_
Mather teaches the curriculum "first grade reading;" she teaches the Snit

Reading Program, the Bank Street ataders, IPI, Addison-Wesley, Distar Rea4ng,

MCGraw-Hill, SRA Reading Labs, or another reading program.
5

Teacher behaiors

which are critical to the success of one program may not be very important to

the succees o another-,-or lay even be detrimental.

...ktd, there av similarities among programs.

surely would not have to learn a new set of teaching

Distar Reading after having taught Distar Language.

For examp , a teacher

skills when she teethes

Likewise, there are

certain similarities among programs oriented toward cognitive grove, betwein

curricula oriented toward behavior modification, and so on. However,'it is

4b,

hypothesized that'as the classification becames more encompassing- -goes be -

yond a specific curriculum program to include programs of a general type and
' .

ultimately, models oi instruction--the probability dteAtaAeA that any teacher

5Furthermore, some teachers teach no identificble reading program. Rather
it is a mixture of pie text2(or several programs), experience, and casual
practice. In this case, the issues become more complex because of these
ambiguous interactions.

2 9
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behavior tha lies to all programeof the.larger set will be a powerful

variable (that is, will account for a large percentage of the-variance in the

outcome measures) for all programs of-one.or more subsets.
6

Pre-service Education

Teacher training programs which-emphasize general strategies for teaching

may be,providing information for the school teacher.which is leas.than useful.

Rather, would-be teachers could profit more from'learning.to teach.a sample of

program types and the behavtora crucial to each. For example; a student,
0

teacher interested in early childhood education could learn to implement three

or four.curriculum programs which sample a wide range of instructional strate-

gies: say, Gilkeson and Eimiles' Bank Street Program, Bushell's Behavior

Analysis Program, Gordon's Florida Project, and WeiEart's Cognitively Oriented

Approach. Or rather,-if a morerspecialized training were desired, the set

would include only programs of a certain type: 'for example, Engelmann's Distar

Program; busbeWs Behavior Analjsis Program, and,Resnick's Primary Education

Project. Thus, teacher behaviors which are specific or important to a parti-
.,

cular program may be learned as well as ihose 17p1ementation behaviors or

-instructionalactivities-which are generally importantfor the success of-

several programs.?

6
No matter what the criteria chosen for the grouping and classification of
programs--agev grade level, subject matter, mode of teaching, psychological
orientation, etc.--it is hypothesized that this holds true.

30
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In-service Education

In-service training should abandon teacher institutes which focus on

general instructioialMeceivities, methodologies, philosophia, or practices._
-

Instead, the training shOuld emphasize those competencies or behaviors which

are neceisary to implement the curriculum programs that the teachers use i

the classroom..

This implies new roles and responsibilities for curriculum publishers and

authors as Well as for school supei4visory personnel:

1. The program developere must clearly specify those instructional

activities,which are critical to the implementation of the curriculum.

Vague.prescriptions Will likely result in wide variation in teacher imple-

tr.')
mentation. )

2. School administrators
9

adequate training programs. Even well-written teacher guides are often

must demand that publishing houses provide'

inadequate training tools.

3. The school administrators must also provi,de a sufficient amount of

time for the teachers-to receive the.available training.

4. Teacher supervisors (curriculum facilitators) must monitor the

degree to which the teachers are appropriately implementing the curriculum

materials package. The curriculum facilitator must review tie skills taught

at training sessions, prompt critical behaviors in the teacher,eid the

teacher in leirning to change his behavior, assist administrative personnel

evaluate the teacher, and provide information about skills which need prac-

tice during in-service workshops.

31
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,) 5. And finally, the curriculum authors and publisllers mmst demonstrate

. ,

that there is a functional relationship between the teacher implementation

behaviors and student outcomes of interest. It is unfortunate that most

schodl administrators do noWemand this evidence before committing sub-
.

Stantial fada for curriculum.'materials.

We are now beginning to recognize that simply developing a
curriculum materials package,4h instructional method, or an
edudational innovation is'not sufficient; we are now beginning
to(recogmize that studying the way an educational product is
used in the schools is at least as important as developing the
product. But we have spent too little time and money studying
how.products are used ind modifying products on the basis of

- such study. (Rosenshine, 1971, p. 70)

3 2
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' Figure 0ione

!
Figure 1. Examplq, of a format In the Distar Reading I program.

, .4 44,

(From Distax(D 'Reading I, Second Edition, TeaC-her Presentation Book A by
.,

: Siegfried .Enge1mann and Elaine C. Bruner. Copyrig4 1974, 1969, Scicince
4 1

,

Research Apsociates, Inc. Reprinted by permilision of the-publisher.)

Figuie 2. Scope and sequence of the descriptive-correlational-experi-

mental study for the Distar Language proitam (Siege* 1974)
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TASK 13 CHILDREN SOUND OUT THE WORD AND SAY IT FAST

a. You'u. going to /mad thiA wout. You'ne going to 4ound it out
and 4ay A. a44%

b. Touch the ball for am. I'm going tw &Wow the am.ow and
touch the 4ound:6. When I touch the 6iut 4ound, you bay

Keep on 4aying it untit I touch the next 4ound.
Von't.4top between the 4ound4.

c. Sound it out. Get teady. Move to a. aaa. When aaa is firm,
move quickly to st. The children are to say saammm

thout pausing between the sounds.

d. Return to the ball. Ag Repedt c until firm.

e. When Leaman is firm, say: ay it 15a6t. (Signal.) Am.

f. What wond did you /mad! (si 1.) Am. Yea, am. Good-I-Leading.

TASK 14 INDIVIDUAL TEST

Call on different children to sound out the word in task 13 and
say it fast.
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AUDIOTAPING AND OBSERVATION SEGMENT:
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